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1.

Overview



The CCs initial success has worn off

Source: TfL, Central London Congestion Charging Impacts monitoring: Sixth Annual Report, 

July 2008

Excess delay in the central London charging zone during charging hours (moving car observer 

surveys).
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London’s carbon emissions have fallen, except in 

transport



2.

Current challenges



Congestion has been growing…



…and air pollution threatens public health



By 2055 London could have 5 separate schemes



Under-funding has created a 

road maintenance backlog

Credit: Transport for London Press Images



Both ULEZ and CC charge 

drivers the same, 

regardless of how much 

they drive.

Credit: Transport for London Press Images



We need a more sophisticated 

system that reflects the impact 

of individual journeys.

Credit: Henry Wang



2.

A next generation

scheme for London
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Cost of implementation

Complexity of designing a system

Emotive issue for voters

Effective and equitable pricing

Resistance from drivers

Political considerations

Public acceptability
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Acceptability is the main barrier to adoption



One-click and 

demand pricing

Every mode in 

one place
Addictive and fun

Free rewards
Efficient service 

for less

Soft cost & 

unlimited use

User experience
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Free flowing traffic

Simplified processes for drivers

Well maintained road network

Better user travel decisions

A better level of service for road users

Improved public health and wellbeing

Increased usage of PT and active modes

Reduced GHG emissions and air pollution

Increased funding for PT and public realm

Reduced overall car usage

↓ vehicle delays and ↑ journey time reliability
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Clear objectives required



Geography

City centre
Current Congestion 

Charge and ULEZ 

limited to Central 

London, but 

congestion and 

pollution extend 

beyond that

Specific roads
Graduated charging, 

starting with the 

roads with the 

highest congestion 

and

pollution levels  

City-wide
Charging for roads 

that have no 

tangible issues 

with congestion and 

pollution from day 

one would be 

criticised



Technology

Website and app
to create an 

account, compare 

travel options, 

plan and pay for 

the journey

GPS smartphone 

or device
to track and verify 

and journey for 

accurate charging

Roadside 

cameras
for detecting non-

compliance and added 

enforcement



Parameters

Cordon-based
Simple to 

understand and 

suitable for a 

small area but not 

reflective of 

actual usage

Distance static
Variable and 

reflecting 

conditions on the 

road, but 

predictable and 

transparent

Distance dynamic
Most accurately 

reflects journey 

impacts but is 

unpredictable and 

does not allow 

comparison with 

other modes



Factors for varying charge

• A base fee dependent on the vehicle 

class and size

• A graduated emissions fee dependent on 

the vehicle’s emission standards

• A local impacts fee reflecting the 

local congestion and pollution levels 

at a given time of day, based on 

recently recorded data

• The extent of alternative transport 

options for that journey at that times 

of day



Customer features

Parking
Signposting 

available spaces 

and integrated 

payment

Delay repay
Compensation for 

delay above a 

certain margin

Mobility credits
As incentives and 

rewards for 

certain behaviour

Business 

interface
Account for whole-

fleet management



Design overview

City-wide

App based

Distance static

Integrated customer 

features



3.

Impact and implementation



The scheme could reduce demand

and pollution substantially
The impacts included:

• Overall demand down by 10-15%

• CO2 emissions and air pollutants down by 15-20%

• Largest reduction from private vehicles and vans and 

in inner London

Key assumptions:

• Split for cars: 45% private, 30% PHVs, 25% black cabs

• Share of vehicle kms: 4% Central, 20% Inner, 76% Outer

• Low elasticity for PHVs but high for black cabs

• Similar elasticity for private cars and HGVs

Charging 

drivers on the 

most congested 

roads the 

equivalent of a 

cup of coffee 

could reduce 

CO2 emissions 

and air 

pollution by up 

to 

20%



Gradual implementation

The next Mayor

should 

introduce a

new approach to 

road user 

charging by the 

end of the 

2020-2024
Mayoral term. 

Trial
London-wide 

platform

Extension of 

charging



1. How can we win over stakeholder groups that may oppose the 

proposals? Are there any additional mitigations that we should 

consider?

2. Where do we draw the line between simplicity and addressing 

individual groups’ needs?

3. How do we address equity concerns?

4. Can a national scheme exist alongside local schemes?

5. What are the right recommendations for implementation? 

Discussion


